
Maggie Bell spent ten years as Cortijo Romero’s resident Guardian, showering 

warmth and good humour on staff and guests alike, as she went about her work. 

Many who came during this period will remember her - always with a song and a 

smile. However, the period leading up to this was not an easy one for Maggie, as 

life presented some of its greatest challenges. Like many who are drawn to Cortijo 

Romero, Maggie needed something to set her on a new road, something to realign 

her compass points so it all made sense again. This year, having returned to the 

UK just 12 months ago, Maggie was back, this time as a guest for a week’s holiday.  

Here, Maggie writes from Spain, reflecting on the part Cortijo Romero has played 

in her life.  

 

Maggie Bell – My Cortijo Romero Story 

 

 

 

I was in total turmoil after recent divorce. A visit to a counselor ended in her handing me 

a Cortijo Romero brochure which had been passed to her by a colleague. The first course 

on offer at the time I could take my holidays was ‘Inner Peace’ led by Debbie and Eddie 

Shapiro. Just what I needed! I returned over Christmas and New Year then the following 

summer as a guest.  



 

Late that summer, my younger sister was killed in a freak accident at a music festival. 

That’s when I had not a breakdown, but a break-out. It made me realize how precious 

life is, how we don’t know we have a tomorrow. I knew I needed something, but what? 

 

I was working all month doing something I didn’t enjoy any more, just to earn enough to 

do it all again the following month. Profit, although important, had become too 

important – more so than the employees. 

 

I actually dreamt of a house in Bubión, not far from Cortijo Romero, which a week later 

was advertised in Kindred Spirit. I rang the seller, and by coincidence I was returning to 

Cortijo Romero the following week. I went up there to view it, and it was exactly as I’d 

dreamt it. By dinner time I had signed a compra venta to buy it. I sold my house in 

Lancashire, and drove over to La Alpujarra, me and my life in my Ford Fiesta. 

 

 

 

I thought, ‘I need to find work’ - and rapidly discovered the lack of it. On that cue, I 

invested in 7 months’ intensive Spanish with the Mayor’s wife in the next village. I did a 

stint as a volunteer at Cortijo Romero, followed by a guest week on a psychotherapy 

group. What an experience. I actually shared deep ‘stuff’ and found out that we all have 

baggage, and as it got sorted, my confidence grew and I made my way out of my 

chrysalis. 

 



Cortijo Romero expanded and I was offered the role of permanent Guardian. My 

experience was more amazing year by year, as guests returned regularly and I could see 

the growth they had made since their last visit. I loved witnessing this, and saw my own 

growth too. I was so happy, singing, teaching myself the guitar, then training for four 

years in Granada as a psychotherapist. 

 

Approaching 65, I suffered a couple of health problems and regretfully decided to return 

to Lancashire. 

 

I think I sang all the time I was at Cortijo Romero. As a child I remember playing hide 

and seek with my siblings, but they always heard me singing behind the sofa. If I’m not 

singing, something is troubling me. (In the picture below you can see Maggie singing for 

everyone on her last night as Guardian, August 2013. The photo as it was sent from Spain 

by the volunteer at the time was entitled ‘A final song to guests – not a dry eye in the 

house!’) 

 

 

 

The most important things in my life are health, my family, love and happiness. I’d say 

here in Spain, I had much less money compared to the UK, and happiness in abundance. 



Less CAN be more! I realized happiness doesn’t lie in possessions; it’s a treasure to be 

discovered internally. 

 

I think Cortijo Romero offers guests a safe space with people who have often been in 

similar situations and can offer support as a group, together with the best facilitators. I 

have almost never seen anyone leave Cortijo Romero after their stay without taking 

greater understanding and acceptance of themselves, and tools to take them forward. In 

my case, I think in the first place, Cortijo Romero found me, and since then I don’t want 

to let it go. This seems to be the case with many guests. 

 

Love to all of you there, 

Maggie x 

 

PS Just wanted to add to my story how wonderful the vegetarian food is here, prepared with 

love. 


